
MAYALE SOLUTIONS DIALOGUE
Finding Women's Public Voice



1 Overview

Around the world, women have become an unstoppable force. They are 
rewriting the rules, redefining power, and reimagining what fairness looks 
like. With their collective power, anything is possible. Advancing the rights of 
women and girls remains one of the most important tasks of the 21st            
century. With a surge of women and girls demanding fairness, an escalating 
wave of legislation, and a new era of accountability, the time has come to 
build a future where all individuals have the freedom, power, and                     
opportunity to shape their lives.

Notwithstanding the contributions of women in Africa, being female in many 
societies in the continent remains a pre-existing condition. At homes,        
workplaces and public places, women face different forms of gender-based 
discrimination and disrespect. Nigeria must lead the way to change the 
status of women in Africa. In furtherance of this aspiration, Mayale Solutions 
is bringing together female leaders from the public and private sectors for a 
frank and forward-looking conversation on contemporary issues on the 
status of women in this moment of reckoning for society to hear women’s 
voices. The forum is also designed to amplify the voices of women in foreign 
policy, national security, and international business.  It convenes top-level 
leaders to discuss critical and timely issues in their respective fields, reflect 
on their professional experiences, and share ideas.

Join other professionals for a regularly scheduled daylong forum of career 
growth and personal development. This forum provides the tools you need 
to build on your inherent talent and strengths to grow as a leader and 
unleash your unlimited potential. You'll spend the day with the most                
inspiring professional trainers you’ll ever meet. Plus you'll network with 
women who are facing the same life situations you are. 

•   Leading with impact
•   Managing workplace stress
•   Enhancing your professional presence
•   Staying inspired, motivated and positive
•   And much more
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In many communications, the message (what is said) may not be received exactly the way the sender 
intended. It is therefore important that the communicator understands what stands in the way of 
their messages being clearly understood. Simple, the skilled communicator needs to be aware of the 
barriers to effective communication and how to avoid or overcome them. During the session              
participants will be immersed in a scenario that    provides an opportunity to establish a conceptual 
foundation for understanding many barriers to communication. The barriers which may occur at any 
stage in the communication process often leads to your message becoming distorted and you         
therefore risk wasting both time and/or money by causing confusion and misunderstanding. Effective 
communication involves overcoming these barriers and conveying a clear and concise message.

How you can increase the levels of collaboration and mutual support among team 
members, co-workers and managers
How to express your ideas in ways that gain the attention, support and respect of 
others
How to quickly “fit in” with any group of people
How to make an unforgettable, positive first impression on anyone
And much more

Session Topics:

1. How to Become a Better Communicator

Never be put on the spot again! You’ll learn how to think on your feet 
when challenged with a difficult or negative question
Learn the 9 steps of assertive communication that will put power and    
confidence in your words
3 easy-to-use assertive listening techniques that will make all your        
communications more effective
Should you respond to a “put-down”? Yes! You’ll learn how to effectively 
handle put-downs, slurs and insults
Learn positive techniques for delivering constructive feedback to 
co-workers, employees, even the boss
When you’re on the receiving end-how to accept and learn from negative 
feedback without becoming hurt or angry
How to handle it when you’re criticized in front of others

How to recognize the 7 most difficult personality types and how to deal with each
The 6 basic steps for dealing with all negative behavior
Special strategies to use when the difficult person is the boss
How to practice your new communication skills in low-risk situations
How to use a fail-safe strategy for keeping a disagreement from escalating into an 
argument
Understanding how your thinking style affects your ability to handle difficult people 
and situations
How to say “No” without feeling guilty or causing resentment
How to deal with your feelings of anger and helplessness when dealing with difficult 
people and unreasonable behavior

Session 3: Communicating with difficult people and in tough
                   situations

Session 2: Clear and assertive communication skills
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Why it really does matter whether or not people like you—and how to make it 
happen
The 3 things you can give away that will return you the loyalty, devotion and           
friendship of others
A sure-fire way to make enemies—and how to avoid it
The secret of Socrates-how to get others to see your point of view with the gentle 
method that has worked wonders for more than 2,000 years
The 15 vital interpersonal skills shared by influential people-how do you measure up?
Understanding the 6 major components of personal charisma - and what you can do 
to further develop these qualities in yourself
How to handle malicious gossip and back-stabbing in a way that preserves your     
credibility and dignity

Session 4: Making an impact-how to have power and influence
                    with people

Learn the secret to quickly establishing rapport and conversing easily with new 
acquaintances
Do others see you as trustworthy? How to ensure that your words and actions tell 
others you’re a credible, reliable professional—a person who can be counted on!
How to “break the ice” and get a good conversation going, even with a total stranger
How to be immediately accepted into any group of people even if you seem to have 
nothing in common with them
How are your mouth management skills? It’s vitally important to your credibility that 
you know how to keep confidences confidential and secrets secret
Concrete steps you can take to increase the level of trust, cooperation and support 
from your co-workers, employees and your boss
How to avoid sending contradictory or confusing signals about yourself

Session 5: How to create rapport, build trust and establish your
                   credibility

How to use the first 4 minutes to make a dynamite impression on anyone you meet
Learning how to correctly “set the stage” for every interaction
How you can avoid the most common blunders that create a negative impression
Recognizing the single biggest factor that determines whether or not people take 
you seriously
How using what Dale Carnegie called “the sweetest sound in any language” makes 
you someone people remember
3 ways you can demonstrate that you’re a positive and self-confident professional

Session 6: How to make an unforgettable, positive first impression

The 6 basic rules of business etiquette—ignore these at your peril!
Recognizing and eliminating unconscious sexism from your speaking and writing
Business introductions—whom do you present to whom? Should you stand? What’s 
the most appropriate greeting?
Important etiquette tips to remember when interacting with your boss
No matter where you work, there’s one point of protocol that you must know!
How to handle the many etiquette questions that still arise about the sexes working 
together. Who pays for lunch? Who opens doors? What about shaking hands? You’ll 
learn up-to-date ways of dealing with these and other questions in ways that make 
everybody feel good.

Session 7: Business etiquette—professional polish that shows
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How to gain respect from everyone you come into contact with
How to achieve consensus among your teammates and co-workers, faster and      
without misunderstandings
The keys to overcoming the causes of difficult behaviors in others
How to get the results that you want from others
How your emotions affect others … and how others’ emotions affect you
How EI and CQ can eliminate the headaches that come from miscommunication and 
misunderstandings

Researchers and business experts agree that people with high emotional 
intelligence (EI) and cultural intelligence (CQ) are consistently the top        
performers in their organizations. They’re more resilient and flexible when 
things get tough, and their bosses, peers, co-workers and others hold them 
in the highest regard. In this powerful one-day seminar, you’ll learn why EI is 
far more than just a handy set of “people skills” and why many executives 
feel it’s the one skill you must have to be successful in today’s workplace!

It’s a day of training that will forever change the way you work!

Unless you work in a vacuum, you have to deal with people—all kinds of 
people. From the outrageous drama queens to the backstabbers and 
turf-guarders to the hardworking co-workers who’d love to help you out but 
just can’t find the time—you’re going to have to work with all of them at one 
point or another.

Using the EI skills you’ll learn during this seminar, you’ll gain the ability to 
more appropriately respond to the world around you and eliminate the 
stress and frustration that often comes from working with others.

Join us, and discover exactly what EI is … why it’s recognized as one of the 
hottest performance tools for thousands of success-minded people like you 
… and how you can easily increase your EI to stand out from the crowd.       
Register for this powerful communication seminar today and start reaping 
the rewards tomorrow!

Developing Your Emotional/Cultural Intelligence

Overview
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Identifying and understanding the 4 main components of emotional intelligence (EI)
Why emotional intelligence is vital to succeeding in today’s workplace
The top 3 reasons you need EI to reach your full potential
How strengthening your emotional intelligence will have a lasting, positive effect on 
you … your team … your department … and your organization

Session 1: The Rise of Emotional Intelligence and Its Importance in
                  the Workplace

Taking the first step: Measuring your own emotional intelligence
Tips for developing emotional intelligence
Exploring your emotions: Becoming familiar with your psychological and physical 
reactions
Analyzing various communication styles and recognizing your own

Session 2: Increasing Interpersonal Success Through Self-awareness

Strategies to help you manage your emotions
How to stop your emotions from hijacking your ability to think in difficult situations
How to keep emotions from causing you to react without reason in the moment
Learning to maintain control of your emotions no matter how tense the situation
Self-regulation methods that will work every time—even when you think you’re going 
over the edge!

Session 3: Self-management Skills That Will Keep You in Control

Learn when your emotions can be your greatest asset—and when they’re your         
greatest liability
How to immediately and accurately read and identify other people’s emotions
Why certain emotions make people do what they do
Understanding the causes of each emotion and how you can turn them to your            
advantage
How to identify—and identify with—other people’s emotional states
Learn why having empathy for others is NOT a sign of weakness
Use empathy to understand different perspectives
What’s really being said? Essential active listening strategies
Listening to the unspoken: Body language and what it means
Recognizing trigger words, nonverbal cues and emotionally sensitive situations
Questions you can ask others to more quickly and easily reach consensus
Strategies for effectively interacting with communication styles different from your 
own

Session 4: Building a “Sixth Sense” to See Problems Before They
                   Happen
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Know how to use awareness of emotions to manage your relationships with 
colleagues
Using emotional intelligence to help create a powerful and positive work environment 
that allows everyone to succeed
How EI can be used to motivate and inspire
Use EI to be flexible and more easily adapt to change
Using EI to analyze problems from more than one perspective in order to find the best 
solution
Know how to use EI to influence
and build consensus
Know how to manage emotions
 in decision making-
when to consider your
 head and when to 
consider your heart
Use emotional intelligence
to interact with your team
and enhance group
dynamics

Session 5: Using Emotional Intelligence to Create a Positive Work
                   Environment for Continued Career Success

5 ways to control your emotions when you feel like you’re on the verge of losing it
8 foolproof stress-busters that will help you remain calm, cool and collected all the 
time
How to walk the tightrope between empathizing with someone’s emotional state and 
contributing to their problem
Knowing exactly what questions to ask to instantly get to the root of a messy                
situation
Tough and emotional situations that many people trip over when trying to work with 
others

Session 6: Using Emotional Intelligence in Times of Conflict and
                   Other Difficult Situations

It’s your conference—don’t miss a thing! Design your day to suit your needs. Choose 
from 10 dynamic sessions. Feel free to choose one track or move between the two to 
personalize your experience.  
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Session 1: Creating a powerful personal brand

TRACK 1

The basics of building your own personal brand and why it’s so important.
Learn to balance the unique set of competencies, skills and characteristics that set 
you apart from your peers.
Explore ways to expand your influence at work and in the community.

Session 2: Committing to effective communication
Identify behaviors that 
enhance or destroy 
communication…and 
how they affect your 
personal brand.
Learn how to sharpen 
listening skills and how 
to integrate active 
listening into your 
day-to-day 
communications.
Write professional 
emails that convey
the right message
with the right
tone - without
emojis!

Session 3: Cultivating strong professional relationships
How to build rapport, trust and credibility with your co-workers.
What’s your EI? Ramp up your emotional intelligence for career success.
Do you have the critical skills needed to form professional relationships that last?

Session 4: The power of influence
Why being a positive influence helps boost your personal brand.
Communication mistakes that kill your ability to influence others.
Credibility is everything! Learn how to build and maintain yours.

Session 5: Building a meaningful network
Discover smart strategies for growing your professional network.
Conversation starters: 4 questions to ask someone other than “What do you do?”
Either you have it or you don’t - the importance of network diversity.
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Session 1: Collaboration in today’s workplace

TRACK 2

Defining collaboration: What collaborating is — and isn’t.
Self-assessment: Do you have what it takes to be collaborative?
Jump-start your team: How to turn around non-collaborative behaviors.

Session 2: Effective presentation skills 
Connecting with your audience — and what happens if you don’t.
What is “death by PowerPoint”? and how can you avoid it?
Learn how to conquer imposter syndrome, negative thoughts and nerves

Session 3: Making decisions strategically and critically
How to make strategic thinking a habit — just 2 minutes a day is all it takes!
Traditional or innovative: What kind of thinker are you?
Assume nothing and question everything: How to expand your critical thinking skills.

Session 4: Embracing creativity and innovation
Bring out your inner child: Injecting curiosity into your everyday life.
The 4-letter word that’s killing your creativity.
Discover the surprising benefits of failure.

Session 5: The personal side of change
Responding to change: What’s normal, what’s not?
De-stress your workday — flip your mindset.
Train your brain to build resilience.

Program Outcomes
Helping individuals experience personal growth, find their personal strengths in a way 
that empowers them to cope with the vicissitudes of life. 
Enhanced professional and community leadership skills
Ability to effectively involve all sectors to address issues by understanding, building 
and leveraging networks
Engagement in a network of community members dedicated to creating positive 
change for women.
Accomplishment of a personal strategic plan with the support of a network of           
mentors and coaches.
Understanding the basics of transformative mediation in which disputants have the 
opportunity to increase their own capacity to work through their own problems and 
to understand the perspectives of others
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Women’s Wednesday Monthly Forum:
A forum to be convened on the first Wednesday of every month shall focus on building 
consensus around a perceived issue facing women of different backgrounds and then 
plan and implement a project addressing that need. In each forum, a guest shall be            
invited to share ideas with participants on issues that are of interest to women.
Time: 6.00pm -7.00pm
Venue: Sharon Hotels Abuja-Nigeria

Networking Event
In collaboration with reputable organizations, CMPI and AWGG will plan a networking 
event that will provide women with the opportunity to network with elected officials, 
celebrities, and varied professionals, as well as receive valuable information and feedback

Individualized Learning and Coaching
The coaching component is an opportunity for participants to develop and implement a 
strategic plan for obtaining their goals & objectives. Through the program participants 
are paired with a person who serves as a leader in their profession or community. A coach 
is a person who serves as your personal champion and holds you accountable for results 
related to your goals.  Coaching is designed to be a structural process focused on              
established professional goals.  The coach is generally someone who the participant can 
relate to as a partner that proactively guides them to achieving successful results.

 Personal Vision Mapping
The Personal Vision Mapping provides a framework for setting outcomes in participants’ 
professional, personal, and community lives as well as developing a strategic plan for 
achieving these outcomes with support from a personal coach.

Leadership: Exploring What Works
A major component of the Women in Public Life program is networking.  There are         
several components built-in to the program that allows this to happen. 
Participants will learn about appreciative inquiry—that is, emphasizing what works 
instead of what doesn’t.  We practice appreciative inquiry by bringing female leaders to 
the forum to share perspectives on positive growth agenda.  We have the pleasure of    
connecting participants to very influential leaders within businesses, non-profits,            
government, and local communities.  Participants will experience the challenges of     
womanhood, leadership, and living. These experiences will form the basis of structured 
seminar activities designed to promote learning among participants.       
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The ability to make effective and timely decisions is an essential skill for successful            
executives. Mastery of this skill influences all aspects of day-to-day operations as well as 
strategic planning. In this session you will hone your decision-making skills by following 
a methodology based on tested actions and sound organizational approaches. You will 
leave this course better equipped to confidently tackle any decision large or small.
This session explores the critical role of technology and innovation in reshaping the      
management and operations functions of contemporary organizations. Focusing on how 
organizations use technology to reinvent business processes and increase                       
competitiveness in an increasingly virtual and interdependent world, the session              
addresses emerging organizational forms, competitive advantages, strategic initiatives, 
managing innovation projects, enterprise systems, the use of data for supporting             
decision making, and introduces global supply chains and business processes. Social and 
ethical issues are explored in the context of how technology is used to drive business 
innovation. By the end, you should be an expert at identifying ideal use-cases and         
thereby well-placed to create new products, businesses, and policies that use artificial 
intelligence.

We typically approach leadership as an outward-focused discipline. As a leader, you need 
to know how to inspire others, direct others, change others, influence others, and turn 
others around at times of adversity. But what if you turn that lens inward?  Do you know 
how to inspire yourself, direct yourself, change yourself, influence yourself, and turn your 
own self around at times of adversity? Isn’t it critical to master this inner game of              
leadership before you can master the outer game?

Personal Leadership




